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BIOETHICS AND SOCIAL INJUSTICE likely seems an odd couple given the other topics covered in this book. On the surface anyone remotely informed about bioethics would make connections between the abortion and stem cell controversies and the injustices affected against the human embryo through his or her commodification and destruction. At the other end of the lifecycle the dismissal of human dignity through euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide seems obvious. Yet, this neglect goes hand-in-hand with a loss of respect for the special value and dignity of human life in its various embodiments throughout the lifespan. Less obvious to those both inside and outside the bioethical conversation is the profound connection of bioethics to issues of social justice, particularly through the interplay of discrimination and exploitation throughout the global medical enterprise. This essay seeks to traverse some of that terrain to raise awareness of these issues of justice within the realm of medical research, women's health,
reproductive medicine, global healthcare, organ transplantation, and bioethics as a whole. Each of these topics is worthy of its own devoted essay. Our aim in this essay is modest: to introduce some of the more scandalous facets of bioethics and social injustice; to assist in bringing together two conversations that are often kept apart. Throughout we will point the interested reader to additional literature to explore these topics at greater depth.

In this edition of the essay we are highlighting four key areas of exploitation in the global medical enterprise. We begin with a brief explanation of our shared assumptions regarding the application of discrimination and exploitation within the context of the global medicine. We then turn to a topical discussion where Michael reviews medical research and patient protections. Next Paige examines concerns over the exploitation of the female body through issues raised by assisted reproductive technologies. Michael then examines the ?red market? and the global dilemma of black market organ trafficking. Finally, we conclude this essay with a case study on the emerging practice of medical tourism, demonstrating the moral complexity of social justice in a global context.

Discrimination & Exploitation within the Context of the Global Medical Enterprise

At the risk of being overly simplistic one way to organize the disparate issues that coalesce around bioethics and social injustice is to draw an initial distinction between issues which can be categorized as discrimination and those which can be categorized as exploitation. While this distinction is problematic inasmuch as many issues of exploitation are at their core issues of discrimination, it is useful for our purposes to express the degree of severity to which social injustice is manifested in a given bioethical arena. In this way they serve more as a continuum than as exclusive categories. For instance, one issue of discriminatory medical practices, whether intentional or not, surrounds the frequent lack of availability of basic prenatal and perinatal care within the context of maternal health. The primary issue here is the availability of or access to maternal care leading up to and surrounding childbirth. In some cases the absence of basic maternal health services is quite simply a result of gender discrimination within a given culture. Here discrimination manifests itself through the denial of access (whether this is active or passive discrimination is irrelevant).

Exploitation, as we use it in this essay, is more aggressive in its manifestation. The exploited individual is often a target of market driven forces. Here the human being that is exploited is effectively commodified, treated as a natural resource, or at the very least a source from which resources can be deployed or harvested. This perception of the human being in question as a commodity may be either implicit or, in its most extreme manifestations, explicit. Examples of human exploitation include the renting of wombs, the purchase of organs from live donors, buying human eggs, and unethical forms of medical research. Ultimately, discrimination and exploitation are similar, despite the varying contexts of bioethics, because they both entail the instrumentalization of human beings. Here at its core is a violation of a basic Christian insight into the nature of human beings. Created in the image of God, human beings are unique within the created order. By virtue of being created in the image of God, human beings have a unique value
and dignity. Christians, therefore, should be committed to the value and dignity of human beings at every life stage from conception to death regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, class, or capability.

Patient Protections & Human Subjects Research

Medical research by nature should pursue the goal of improving human health. In late 2010 a shocking series of headlines hit the cable news outlets and newspaper covers.[1] The inflammatory revelation? In the 1940s U.S. government researchers with the permission of the Guatemalan government intentionally infected hundreds of male prisoners and poor women with syphilis and then treated them with penicillin to study the effectiveness of the then relatively new treatment.[2] When the news broke, the National Institutes of Health and U.S. government officials quickly moved to condemn this serious breach of human rights from the nation’s past. Sadly this was not the first time U.S. researchers had violated human rights in medical experimentation. One of the lead investigators of the Guatemalan study already had gained infamy through his later participation in the notorious Tuskegee Syphilis Study.[3] Additional archival research performed by the Associated Press in the wake of the Guatemalan revelation further uncovered that U.S. medical research practices during the first half of the 20th century raised numerous human rights abuses.[4]

After the lessons from the flagrant dehumanization of human life perpetrated by the Nazi regime in Germany, the once-revered medical profession was scrutinized under the international human rights microscope. In the wake of the experience of Nazi prisoners, the international community established the Nuremberg Code of Medical Ethics in 1947.[5] The Nuremberg Code prohibited non-therapeutic, non-consensual experimentation and led to further reflections on the responsibility of medical professionals to their patients, greater attention given to patient autonomy and rights, and the importance of informed consent in medical practice. Furthermore, special concern was given to the protection of patients in medical experimentation, which evolved into the contemporary concern for human subject research ethics.

Although the bitter harvest was reaped by the Third Reich, the poisonous seeds were sown in the U.S. Egregious violations of informed consent and the classic medical maxim to ?first do no harm? were made public in the U.S. through the Tuskegee Syphilis Study. Initiated before World War II and thus exempt from at least the formal codification of directives for medical research in its early years, the study nonetheless continued without a correction in method until 1972. When the study had run its course hundreds of African-American men previously infected with syphilis had not been accurately informed of their condition nor had they been treated. Despite clearly violating several directives of the Nuremberg Code after its formal codification regarding informed consent and intentionally exposing the subjects to known harm, the study was not halted even when penicillin became recognized as the standard of care for syphilis.[6] Tuskegee and Guatemala stand as stark reminders illustrating the danger and shame of allowing medical research to get ahead of moral reflection, but they also point to a danger of the instrumental use of human beings through medical discrimination and exploitation.
In response to the staggering revelations of the Tuskegee study, the U.S. federal government instituted the Belmont Report in 1979 which codified basic protections by enshrining three fundamental ethical principles (respect for persons, beneficence, and justice). These three principles along with the addition of nonmaleficence (in other words, “do no harm?”) have become the hallmark of contemporary bioethical reflection.\[7\] While flagrant violations of human subjects research protections seem to be well insulated from the general U.S. population, the high pressure stakes which constitute the realities of the global medical enterprise highlight the need for clear guidance and reflection. One area in which this has grown in importance involves drug trials within majority world countries that do not have such robust human subjects protections or regulatory infrastructure.

The 2005 film *The Constant Gardener* depicts a British diplomat investigating the untimely death of his wife. In the process of this investigation the diplomat uncovers a fraudulent drug trial being run in Kenya by a multinational pharmaceutical company. While the plot of *The Constant Gardener* may be adapted from a novel, several instances of alleged wrongdoing in medical and biotechnology research within majority world countries demonstrate that such occurrences are well within the realm of the possible and perhaps even likely. These possibilities point to the need for greater attention to the complex arena of drug trials within the global medical enterprise.\[8\] A variety of concerns ranging from negligent trials, to the outsourcing of drug trials to avoid strict regulatory rules, to the “rights” of the indigenous population to benefit from information gleaned from a given study, to their access to drugs tested on them, span the gamut of topics that are raised within the growing discussion of contemporary medical research with particular attention on the pharmaceutical industry.

While the issues raised by medical exploitation in human subjects research are likely distant from the experience of the everyday person in the U.S., there are several key lessons to learn. The first is that the modern medical enterprise exists as the legacy of a noble profession, but has competing interests that must be held accountable to the high standards of protections for human subjects in research. Any time medical research outpaces ethical guidelines, there is potential for major affronts to human dignity. The Tuskegee Syphilis Study, one of the most notorious examples in U.S. history of medical research abuse, created only modest awareness of human subjects research within the general U.S. population.\[9\] While a variety of formal mechanisms have been instituted which make such serious violations in medical research unlikely to be repeated in the U.S., this is not necessarily the case internationally.\[10\] Individuals advocating international human rights should be aware of the issues presented by human subjects research and the potential for medical exploitation. Furthermore, despite the unlikelihood of such blatant exploitation in U.S. medical practice, a continuing area of concern surrounds the number of health disparities of various socio-economic and ethnic groups, particularly within specific minority populations. Unfortunately, the legacy of such abuses exacerbates perceptions and concerns within minority populations that shape responsiveness to and trust in public health systems, calling for both education and outreach.\[11\]
Reproductive Tourism and Medical Exploitation of Women

March 8, 2011 marked the centenary of International Women’s Day. In a global celebration that was both virtual and local, women celebrated economic, political and social achievements of the past 100 years.[12] Within that broad spectrum, individual nations and organizations are free to choose their own annual theme. One of the most persistent themes is the call to end violence against women and girls. The Millennium Development Goals agreed to by 147 nations in 2000, add specific platforms to the call to end women’s inequality. Goal 3 focuses on education as a means to “empower women and promote equality between women and men.” Goal 5 calls for a 75 percent “reduction in maternal mortality.”[13]

World leaders, women’s organizations, and individual women understand that within the context of social justice issues such as discrimination, abuse, exploitation, poverty, healthcare, and lack of education, women and girls are particularly vulnerable. This vulnerability exposes women to dangers of exploitation simply because they are women, with bodies that are viewed as a valuable resource. Nowhere is that more stark than in the exploitation of women’s unique reproductive capacities. Women can provide through technology both the eggs and the womb needed for baby-making. Assisted reproductive technologies (ART) have opened up both the possibility and impetus for the instrumentalization of both babies and the third parties who are essential to their creation.

What began as an acknowledgement of marital privacy has now morphed into a culture of babies-on-demand. How did this change in social expectations emerge? A necessarily brief survey of the development of reproductive rights policy in the U.S. is instructive.

Theological Harbingers

The ancestry of reproductive tourism and exploitation begins culturally with the anemic theology of the Protestant church regarding contraception. The most public evolution took place within the Anglican Church. At its 1920 global conference of bishops, they unequivocally condemned birth control: “We utter an emphatic warning against the use of unnatural means for the avoidance of conception, together with the grave dangers physical, moral and religious thereby incurred, and against the evils with which the extension of such use threatens the race.”[14] One decade later, the Lambeth conference again reviewed the matter, and reversed its earlier opposition. The bishops resolved that “the conditions of modern life call for a fresh statement from the Christian Church on the subject of sex.”[15] After stating that “the primary purpose for which marriage exists is the procreation of children?” in Resolution 13, the bishops approved the use of contraception by married couples if there were a “morally sound reason” that abstinence was not possible, but condemned its use for “motives of selfishness, luxury, or mere convenience.”[16] The bishops went on to record their “abhorrence of the sinful practice of abortion,”[17] and that extramarital sex “is a grievous sin.”[18]
Within one generation, at the 1958 Lambeth Conference, the bishops addressed family planning in the context of conscience, and linked "responsible parenthood" with wise stewardship of the resources and abilities of the family as well as a thoughtful consideration of the varying population needs and problems of society and the claims of future generations.?[19] In 1978, the bishops resolved that diocesan programmes should address "the moral issues inherent in clinical abortion and the possible implications of genetic engineering."?[20]

Less than twenty-five years later, in 1982, the Episcopal Church U.S.A. fully embraced artificial contraception "as a means of world population control,"?[21] the use of in vitro fertilization by a married couple, and rejected resolutions encouraging consultation with a priest before surrogate maternal or paternal parenthood. Each policy line that was drawn was moved without a clear theological justification other than changing times and cultural needs. This remarkable development within the Anglican/Episcopal Church is symptomatic of the absence of any robust theological rigor and consistency within the broader Protestant community.

**Legal Policy Development**

The theological pattern repeated itself in the legal arena. In 1965, the Supreme Court struck down a law against the distribution of artificial contraception, or the use by married couples of contraceptive devices. In *Griswold v. Connecticut*, the Court stated that the marital right of privacy protected this area against government intrusion.[22] A few years later, the Court decided that access to contraception was not about marital privacy after all. In *Eisenstadt v. Baird*, the Court held that if the right of privacy means anything, it is the right of the individual, married or single, to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a child.[23] These two cases solidified the legal, constitutional right of individuals not to procreate.

One year after the *Eisenstadt* case, the Court spoke again. This time, it dealt with the desire to be free from a pregnancy that had already begun. In *Roe v. Wade*, the Court struck down a Texas statute that prohibited abortion except for the purpose of saving the life of the mother.[24] The Court directed that the case was to be interpreted together with *Doe v. Bolton*, decided the same day as *Roe*.[25] The two cases struck down the abortion laws of all fifty states, including the most liberal ones. Abortion, previously a crime, became a protected constitutional right, available virtually on demand throughout the entire pregnancy.

Liberal abortion policy opened the door for coercion of women. Widespread availability of abortion removed the one remaining legitimized reason that women have had for refusing sex besides the headache.[26] The assumption was that women wanted sex on equal terms with men, at any time, with any person, and without personal risk or consequences. This amplified an era of unprecedented social change.

Women are subject to genuine risks from legal abortion. These include both physical and psychological harm, as well as premature birth in future pregnancies, placenta previa, alcohol and drug abuse, and breast cancer.[27] Women who have abortions are at higher risk of violence, injury and death, and a higher risk of the termination of their relationship with the baby's father.[28] Abortion policy excludes the baby's father from any role in preventing the
abortion. On the other hand, abortion relieves him of child support obligations, allowing him to walk away from the relationship.

**Cultural Connections to Reproductive Technologies**

Once the right *not* to procreate was firmly established, it was not a great leap to the right to procreate. After all, for the ?embarrassingly fertile,? we have ?sex without children? via contraceptive technology. Now, for the ?frustratingly infertile,? technology presented us with ?children without sex.? The right to control the timing and spacing of one?s children through contraceptive practices was paralleled by the right to induce children to appear at the desired intervals with assisted reproductive technologies (ART). The right to remove an unwanted pregnancy by abortion, a demand to control the foreseeable consequences of natural processes, was joined to its mirror image: the right to attempt pregnancy by ART, a technological process.

The first ART was relatively simple: artificial insemination by husband, also known as homologous insemination. This led to AID, or artificial insemination with the use of donor sperm. Female infertility could be treated by medicine or surgery, to remove tissue blocking the Fallopian tube, or stimulate oocyte production. In all these ART methods, conception takes place inside the woman?s body.

Fertilization outside the body occurs through *in vitro* fertilization, or IVF. After at least eighty unsuccessful pregnancies in other women, the technique was publicly announced with the birth of Louise Brown in 1978. Eggs extracted from her mother were fertilized in a petri dish with sperm donated by her father, then returned to Mrs. Brown?s uterus for implantation.

In order to harvest eggs, the woman?s ovaries must be chemically induced to ripen and release more eggs than normal. Sometimes more than twenty eggs may be retrieved in one cycle. Egg harvesting carries risks, particularly ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS). At least 6 percent of women taking the drugs to ripen multiple eggs are seriously affected by OHSS.[29] OHSS symptoms range from mild pain and nausea to severe pain, rapid weight gain, and rapid heartbeat.

In the early years of IVF attempts, as many as six or even more eggs would be fertilized and transferred to the uterus for possible implantation. If more than two embryos successfully implanted, ?selective reduction? would be recommended, that is, the elimination of the ?excess? embryos. Thus, the couple who desperately tried to achieve a pregnancy had to reverse course and terminate the life of one or more embryos.

In the late 1980s cryopreservation techniques were developed to permit freezing in nitrogen of embryos for future use. Thus, only two or three needed to be transferred for a pregnancy attempt. Even so, a dozen or more embryos might be plunged in liquid nitrogen for an indefinite period. No regulations restrict the number of embryos that may be created or frozen, nor are accurate records required. Today, there may be 500,000 or more frozen embryos in the U.S.[30] After giving birth to one or more children, the couple may then be confronted with making a decision about the rest of their frozen embryos. They may have them thawed and destroyed, donated for research (and their inevitable destruction), or donated to another couple for attempted pregnancy and adoption. Decision-making can be a lengthy, difficult, and emotional
process.[31] Similar to the woman with “too many embryos” who is pressured to abort one or more of them, the couple with frozen embryos may be forced to dispose of the costly resources they gave so much to acquire.

**IVF: The Largest Unregulated Business in the U.S.**

The clinical practice surrounding the treatment of infertility is shaped by at least two powerful factors: the intense desire of couples to have a “child of one’s own,” and the reality that infertility is not a disease but a condition and symptom of the disruption of a normal biological process. Rather than treating the causes of infertility, fertility doctors may urge couples to move directly to ART. The industry is lucrative and relatively independent. Although there are professional guidelines, they are voluntary. Only one in five clinics follows the guidelines of either the Society for Assisted Reproductive Technology or the American Society for Reproductive Medicine, which may limit, for example, the number of embryos transferred. The U.S. has one of the highest rates of multiple births in the world.[32]

The IVF industry is large and powerful. Annual revenues in the U.S. are estimated between $1.7 and $5 billion.[33] Proposed regulations, such as those that require informed consent about the risks of egg donation and the genetic risks to the child, are opposed as an interference with privacy and choice. Clinics are subject to general regulations, such as those that apply to laboratories that test semen. They are also directly regulated by federal law which requires them to report their pregnancy success rate, but there is no penalty for non-reporting. The FDA has authority to require clinics to register, set guidelines for screening of gamete donors, and establish “good tissue practices.”[34]

Although some bristle at the use of the term “IVF industry,” it is not unwarranted. Clinics specializing in fertility treatment issue press releases and market their services. One fertility clinic advertised price reductions due to “harsh economic times,” and highlighted their extensive database of egg donors who could meet the needs of couples from countries such as Spain, France, Italy, Germany, Norway, Portugal, South Africa, Brazil, Mexico, Japan and Hong Kong.[35] A quick Internet search would yield dozens of IVF clinic advertisements.

**The Temptation for Exploitation: Expansion of ART**

The demand for IVF was not limited to producing embryos using a woman’s eggs and her husband’s sperm. Male infertility is a factor in nearly half of all infertile couples. Thus, there was a demand for donor sperm. The first commercial sperm bank opened in 1972. Sperm donors often were medical students, or occasionally a hubristic infertility doctor (reproductive endocrinologist). There has arisen a generation of donor offspring, children whose genetic father is an anonymous sperm donor, who are struggling with identity issues. Elizabeth Marquardt documents their struggles in *My Daddy’s Name Is Donor.*[36]

ART using egg donors was first attempted via artificial insemination in the egg donor’s womb, followed by retrieval of the embryo and transfer to the wife’s womb for continued pregnancy and childbirth.[37] Egg retrieval?rather than embryo retrieval?quickly became the preferred use of egg donors. With the successful use of donor eggs, fertility clinics began soliciting young college
women, prime candidates for selling their eggs. Prices as high as $25,000 or more are advertised for Ivy League women with high SAT scores, athletic skill, mathematic and musical ability, blonde hair, and blue eyes.[38] Few coeds qualify for the promised price, with the average payment nationally around $4,000.[39] Although the marketing appeal is to donate \textit{the gift of life}, the donor\textquotesingle s motivation is usually to pay off credit card or other debts.

Egg donation comes with risks. As noted earlier the drugs a donor must take to cause one or more dozen eggs to ripen simultaneously carry a 6-10\% risk of OHSS, which can be serious, if rarely fatal. There is some evidence of a link with an increased risk of cancers, such as colon, breast, uterine or ovarian cancer. The problem is that these health risks simply have not been studied in detail, or over the long term.[40] These young women cannot give fully informed consent prior to egg donation, as the long-term health risks are unknown, unstudied, and sparsely documented.

The egg donor is not the only woman who risks her health. The subfertile woman who sought egg donation, and is pregnant with the embryo created thereby, faces increased health risks during her pregnancy. A meta-analysis concluded that she is at increased risk of hypertension and placental abnormalities.[41]

\textbf{Surrogacy: Womb for Rent}

For some women, infertility cannot be resolved with egg donation, or the couple prefers not to attempt pregnancy with donor gametes. A woman might not be able to carry a pregnancy to term for a variety of reasons. Her dilemma can be addressed by surrogacy, the use of another woman\textquotesingle s womb to gestate the child. Surrogacy has tracked two general paths: altruistic and commercial. Altruistic surrogates are usually known to the couple, often a relative. One well-known case is that of Jaci Dahlenberg, who gave birth to her triplet granddaughters. They do not seek compensation, other than for direct medical costs.

Most surrogacy, although often privately arranged, is conducted along a commercial model. Early surrogates were paid for their time and efforts, and medical costs were covered. Financial transactions were carefully arranged so as not to violate laws against \textit{baby selling}. Commercial surrogates may be one of two types: genetic or biological. Genetic surrogates provide the egg, agreeing to be inseminated with donor sperm, usually the contracting intended father. This is also called \textit{traditional}? or \textit{straight}? surrogacy. These arrangements had a higher incidence of conflict, as some surrogates became attached to the fetus that was also their son or daughter, with half of their DNA coming from the surrogate. The most notorious case was that of Baby M, whose birth mother refused to relinquish her, generating a court battle.[42]

Biological surrogates, also called gestational surrogates or \textit{host}? surrogates, do not contribute any genes, but only their womb. This has become the preferred arrangement, particularly when the surrogate is of different ethnicity than the contracting couple. She may be impregnated with an embryo created from the egg and sperm of the contracting couple, the father\textquotesingle s sperm and donor egg, the mother\textquotesingle s egg and donor sperm, or donor egg and sperm. Thus, the child may have a biological connection to three people.
Baby Battles: The Unintended Consequences of ART

Courts have wrestled with the impact of new reproductive technologies, which may help couples achieve their desired ends, but do not fit within legal categories and established case law. In one case, a girl was declared to have “no legal parent.” The contracting couple had acquired an embryo created via anonymous egg and sperm, and contracted with a surrogate to carry the baby. Before birth, the commissioning couple’s marriage ended, and both the father and the birth surrogate denied parenthood.

Surrogacy and other ART arrangements raise psychological, social, and legal issues regarding the meaning of family and parent. New labels have been created to describe the various kinds of parent: contracting parent, intended parent, gamete donor, biological parent, gestational surrogate, social parent, and, more recently posthumous parent.[43] Meanwhile, the language used to describe the embryo resembles that of a product, not a person: blast, grade 3, good quality, and high-grade embryo.

International Bargain Hunting: Reproductive Tourism

The ART industry is not confined to U.S. borders. At least three factors have contributed to this expansion. First, there is little diversity in gamete donors and the supply of frozen embryos, so couples have solicited donors outside the traditional “blonde hair/blue-eyes?” spectrum. Second, among some ethnic groups, ART is frowned upon, intensifying the desire for privacy, secrecy of using a surrogate, and ethnic matching of donated gametes so that any resulting children will resemble the parents. Third, both IVF attempts and commercial domestic surrogacy are expensive, and surrogacy is not legal in every state. Infertile couples have been presented with a new option: international gamete donors and surrogates. One reporter wrote about the financial devastation of her IVF attempts in the U.S. “$70,000 to date?and her and her husband?s decision to fly to South Africa to attempt pregnancy with egg donation. They found a sensitive doctor (?how kind he was, compared with American reproductive endocrinologists?), an altruistic egg donor, and a cost of $9500 vs. $30,000 in the U.S.[44]

Relatively little is known about global ART, compared with the minute regulation of other aspects of international trade. In some countries, it is virtually unregulated, and in others such as the Ukraine, there is legal support for all aspects of ART, including creating embryos for research. When the UK changed its laws to prohibit anonymity or compensation to gamete donors, the supply decreased significantly. In response, British Caucasian women have turned to countries such as the Ukraine, choosing Slavic women whose appearance matches their own.[45]

These egg donors are vulnerable to exploitation. Many are poor or unemployed, and some donate in extreme secrecy, not telling even their husbands. Although the eggs net the broker or clinic nearly $5,000, the women may receive as little as $300. Some donors are flown to Cyprus for egg harvesting, which may be illegal in their country of residence. The egg purchasers live in yet another country, implicating the laws of at least three nations, some of which are often evaded during the transaction.[46] If egg donors are injured during the donation process, they may receive inadequate immediate or follow-up medical care. If they did not produce an
abundant harvest of eggs, they have little economic value to the broker. Once they have produced the eggs and if there is permanent injury, there is small incentive for the broker to cover any medical costs. They are, in effect, ?damaged goods.?

The wealthy women who use these services are told little about how donors are recruited or treated. Perhaps their ignorance is intentional, or perhaps they are grasping at any straw of hope. One reporter traced the process, and was told a different story by each party involved: the UK doctor, the permanently maimed Romanian donor, the Bucharest and Kiev clinics. Posing as an infertile woman, she encountered pressure to proceed immediately, without any serious medical examination.[47]

Egg donors are somewhat free to travel to self-administer daily injections, travel to the clinic and then leave. Coercion of these women is more often implicit, preying on their poverty-driven vulnerability. However, there is another aspect to reproductive tourism that is more blatantly confining and exploitative: the use of gestational surrogates.

Reproductive Trafficking: Nine Months of Confinement

Couples who desire a gestational surrogate may obtain her services at a much lower cost if they look outside U.S. borders. They may travel to another country for the IVF procedure and transfer to the surrogate?s womb. In countries such as India, commercial surrogacy is ?seen as a business opportunity in many locales where public policy is lax and contract pregnancy comes cheap.?[48] Commercial surrogacy in India is estimated to be a $445 billion industry. Other surrogacy destinations include Guatemala, Argentina, Spain, China, and Thailand. The ?tourists? who seek these services may be avoiding laws that prohibit these arrangements in their home country. In response, India has proposed regulating their active, market-driven fertility industry by requiring, among other things, that foreigners must prove that surrogacy is legal in their home country.[49] There have been situations where couples ran into significant legal obstacles delaying their return home with their commissioned child.

Ironically, the aspects that appeal to the contracting couple represent the greatest potential for exploitation. The intended parents want to ensure that the woman stays healthy during her pregnancy. Victor Hui-Wee commented after their experience with a surrogate in India, ?They control everything and that?s so important to us. . . . The surrogates live on site in apartments until the baby is born.? Married surrogates are separated from their husbands and children for the entire pregnancy and delivery. The contracting couple is not just relying on the altruistic good will of the surrogate; they are paying for a healthy baby. Whether the surrogate understands what she is being asked to do is less than certain. Some potential birth surrogates sign the contract with a thumbprint, because they cannot read, let alone understand English, the language of the contracts. The socioeconomic and power gap between the intended parents and the surrogate is wide:
Lack of technological understanding among rural Indians also breeds misconceptions about surrogacy. Many, for example, thought that it would be necessary to sleep with another man in order to conceive. Even the pricing structure of surrogacy perpetuates social inequality: Many religious Indian surrogacy clients would prefer for their child to be birthed by an upper-caste brahmin, so high-born surrogates can get paid up to double.\[51\]

Surrogates are not paid until after the birth if the intended parents decide they do not want the child?as happened with one couple whose marriage dissolved before birth?they may deny parental responsibility, or demand that the surrogate have an abortion. In either case, the surrogate is oppressed: abortion may violate her religious beliefs, and her poverty increases if she must accept the child as her own.

In a recent breakup of a surrogate baby ring in Thailand, it was revealed that Vietnamese women were lured to Thailand, confined against their will under 24-hour security, had their passports confiscated, and may have been raped. The company advertised ?eugenics surrogate,? which meant that the ?consignor? would never have contact with the surrogate. The embryos could be sent by ?mail-order.? The couple would never have to come face to face with their surrogate.\[52\]

The market-driven ethic of using surrogates does not even demand that the contracting couple is infertile. One city in India offers mail-order surrogates. ?Busy childless couples and even singles who cannot afford to take extended leaves are now shipping their children-in-the-making to state clinics to be implanted in the wombs of surrogates.?\[53\] It is a market exchange. The contracting couple has something the surrogate needs: money. The surrogate has something the contracting couple desperately wants: a womb and a guarantee of a controlled pregnancy. Surrogates often say they are doing this to provide a college education for their daughter, to buy a house, to pay off a husband?s drinking debts, or because she is a widowed mother.\[54\] While commercial surrogacy may help a few women and their families in the short-term, it does not answer the problem of exploitation.

**Social Injustice Concerns**

It is at this point of injustice that Christians are vulnerable. We cannot hide behind the claim that ?we wouldn?t do that,? or ?we?re not infertile.? The exploitation of women for their eggs and their wombs is possible, in part, because there are few barriers. Legal barriers exist in some countries, but they are skirted or seldom enforced. There are financial barriers, but international reproductive trade has made ART more accessible to Americans, British, and Japanese couples. There are cultural barriers, such as the need for secrecy among some Muslim and Asian communities, but ethnically-matched egg donation or reproductive tourism (where the wife leaves for an extended period and returns home with a baby) negate that barrier.
Can a poor, illiterate Indian woman make an informed choice? Does she have the freedom to resist the promised payment, when faced with no other apparent way out of her poverty? Is this the best we have to offer, to induce women to rent their bodies for nine months for the benefit of strangers? While reproductive tourism and trafficking may financially help a small group of women, they do not resolve the income disparities and poverty of majority world women. Nor do they protect them from the predatory and exploitative “baby brokers.”

There is yet another aspect to all this, and that is the eugenic aspect of ART. The commissioning couple naturally desires a healthy baby. They may try to control this through PGD—pre-implantation genetic diagnosis—which can reveal genetically-linked diseases. Embryos that do not meet the standard are discarded and destroyed. Or, they may require that as a condition of surrogacy, the surrogate agrees to terminate if something goes wrong. In either case, a much-desired future child is rejected because he or she did not pass quality control standards.

Children are created to serve parental needs and natural desires. Yet, we know that children are a gift, a reward from the Lord to be received with gratitude, not created out of desperation. While technology may be helpful in resolving certain aspects of infertility, it does not prevent exploitation and injury. Instead, global ART may unintentionally enhance their likelihood.

When great goods—whether children or restoration of health, addressed in the next section—are mingled with great harms, our concern for justice must trump our desire for technological restoration. The sacrifice we Christians are called to make may include the denial of what we most deeply long for: a child of our own. But self-denial is not our only option. We are also called to speak out on behalf of those who have no power to speak on their own behalf. Dignity-affirming solutions to poverty and inequality are our task. More families are lifted out of grinding poverty by the education of their daughters than by the selling of female bodies. A business microloan, for example, may do more to redeem a village than the bounty bestowed on one family who buys a house paid for with the ethically tainted payment for a rented womb.

The Red Market for Human Organ Trafficking


Not necessarily a headline to be anticipated from a technology and culture magazine like Wired. The cultural awareness of a rapidly expanding market for human body parts appears to be on the rise. It has been public knowledge for some time that the demand of individuals in need of organ transplants far outpaces the supply of available donors. Within the U.S. and in similar Western nations, the shortage of donor organs is due to the ethical principles that available organs be supplied voluntarily and in most cases upon the death of the donor. In lieu of alternatives of for-profit models of organ donation which are limited to only a few countries and come with a variety of concerns, an illegal industry of black market organ trafficking has developed. This “red market,” as Wired magazine labeled it, thrives in contexts where extreme poverty exists such that individuals are either tempted to sell “spare” organs such as kidneys or parts of their livers, or leads to practices where body parts are stolen from the recently dead without consent or taken violently from the living. In some cases individuals reportedly have been killed for their...
Seemingly from the scripts of blockbuster films, tales have emerged of the global red market for organ trafficking. As if a scene from a horror film, "blood thieves" kept prisoners alive for a few years and retrieved blood from them multiple times per week over the course of their captivity. In other cases, death row prisoners and political dissidents are executed just as wealthy organ recipients arrive for their matching organ while visiting the country in question. Stories of individuals waking up in alleys missing kidneys, wombs rented, and rendition-like flights where women in poverty are flown to a destination just to harvest eggs, all seem to strain credulity. Yet sadly, truth is indeed sometimes stranger than fiction in the red market world.

Allegations in recent news headlines range from the exploitation of indebted laborers and poverty stricken immigrants to the execution of prisoners (whether military prisoners or political dissidents) for organs. The details of the cases change depending on the marginalized group exploited for their organs, the geographical locale of the harvesting, and the frequently attendant claims of connections of these incidents to other crimes against humanity. The continuous thread connecting together these disparate headlines from far flung regions of the globe is the exploitation of humans for organs, whether voluntarily through unfulfilled promises of financial bonuses or through more nefarious involuntary means such as abduction and execution.

While estimates vary given the difficulty of tracking illegal activities, organ trafficking has been reported to range from 5-10% of all transplants worldwide. Clearly selling one’s body has taken on new meaning and significance with the rapid expansion of the red market. For those accounts of individuals who "voluntarily" chose to donate a kidney for financial reasons, many do not ultimately find financial relief through their actions. According to one study, in many cases the live donors are left worse off than before, often experiencing regret and hopelessness, as well as permanent impairment, increased risk of long-term health consequences, and inability to return to manual labor.

While less provocative in the headlines, another angle on organ transplantation surrounds the definition of death and the point at which organ procurement becomes permissible. For organs to be viable, they need to be harvested and transplanted within a specific timeframe that varies for each organ. The window for transplantation is relatively small. Recent cases of hospitals utilizing definitions of "cardiac death" and a very minimal passage of time led to charges of premature harvesting. When mixed with discussions of euthanasia and the potential for involuntary euthanasia (meaning the euthanized individual is not a willing participant in their death), this becomes an even more disturbing prospect.

Organ transplantation from its early days included discussion of such issues as the importance of donation as voluntary and the need for proper informed consent. While initially banned, the use of organs from living donors (particularly the donation of a single kidney or a portion of a lung or liver), came to be accepted. Another issue challenging the ethical boundaries of voluntary donation was the commercialization of donation or selling organs. The classic language of organ transplantation as the "gift of life" has undergone a shift toward commodification as growing acceptance of organ trafficking has gained ground (whether or not it has done so entirely within legal frameworks), particularly through the growing practice of transplant tourism. Wealthy organ recipients travel to five-star accommodation medical treatment centers to receive organs.
procured through often less than noble means. Considerations of this commercialization of organ trafficking has led to questions of who truly benefits from this practice? Clearly, the organ recipient benefits, as do the brokers, hospitals, and doctors who participate. Does the donor generally benefit from this practice? Who ends up making the money? Who carries the greatest risk and burden? Yet the scarcity of organs and the rising demand that comes with an aging population continues to place pressure on the organ transplantation system to find alternative means of supply. Recent moves in countries such as Pakistan and Egypt, which are pursuing legislative means of curbing such abuses, point to positive trends of protecting human rights in these areas. Unfortunately effective enforcement at an international level remains an elusive goal.

Medical Tourism

"Five-star accommodations at a coastal resort in an exotic location to convalesce from a state-of-the-art medical procedure?"

Does this statement sound more like a potential advertisement for that long awaited vacation or the possible description of your next hospital visit for a serious medical procedure? In reality it is a little of both. Medical or health tourism is a rising global phenomenon. Cutting across the sectors of medicine and tourism, it is described as "travel with the aim of improving one's health." Spanning the gamut of medical procedures from elective cosmetic surgery and fertility services to advanced treatments such as heart bypass surgery and even organ transplantations, medical tourism is a growing industry in such countries as India, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand. While medical tourism clearly is not an invention of the 21st century, the decreasing cost of international travel, the proliferation of advanced medical technology, and general trends in globalization have led to the exponential increase in foreign patients engaged in and revenue generated by medical tourism. Alongside the substantial benefits and cost effectiveness for foreign patients receiving care in which these resort medical destinations thrive are indigenous populations in poverty whose basic healthcare are not being met.

We close the chapter with a case study to elicit the complexities of dealing with issues of social justice within the global medical enterprise.

Case Study:
Kevin recently began dialysis for kidney failure. His physician has informed him that he is in need of a kidney transplant and has been placed on the organ transplant waiting list. Unfortunately, he has also been notified that this list is long and the transplant may not be for quite some time, including the possibility that it may not be in time to prevent his death. His insurance company has offered for him to receive a kidney transplant in Thailand. The representative suggests that this will allow him to receive his transplant in a timely manner. The insurance company has offered to pay for the transplant and to cover expenses related to the five-star accommodations and care in a Thai facility described in the brochure as a ?boutique? resort clinic. The representative seems to imply that a domestic transplant will be rejected for coverage.

Questions for Consideration:

1. Is continued dialysis an option? If not, how does that complicate this decision?
2. Where would the kidney come from? Would it be donated or purchased? Does the procurement process protect the donor from coercion or unnecessary harm? How should we consider the answers to these questions in assessing the decision?
3. Does Kevin have a ?right? to a kidney transplant? From the standpoint of his policy coverage? Does he have a moral right to the transplant?
4. What additional factors need to be considered? Are there broader issues of social justice that need to be taken into consideration?
5. As Christians, how should we respond to this dilemma theologically? Practically?
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